Coach Clarke Produces a Record Team
Trinity Has the Best Football Team in Many Years
BEATS ANCIENT RIVAL, WESLEYAN — TALLY EVEN WITH N. Y. U. — 10 TO 10 IN GAMES

Trinity College football, under coach “Eskie” Clarke, is beginning to assume the place which it once held. In his first year at the college he produced a team that any college would be proud of to call its own.

The record for the season follows:
Trinity 6; Wesleyan 0; N. Y. U. 10; St. Stephens 6; Norwich U. 10; N. Y. U. 27

This record for the past season is not an imposing one so far as scores go. But the losses do not tell of the gallant crew that was out there fighting in every game. Teams much superior to them may have outplayed them but never outfought them.

It was a fighting team if nothing else. With only three letter men as a nucleus for a team at the beginning of the season, Coach Clarke put out an array that will go down in Blue and Gold annals as a great fighting team.

Worcester 6; Trinity 0.

Trinity opened the season at their home field with Worcester Tech. The locals outplayed Worcester all through the game but an intercepted forward pass spelled defeat.

St. Stephens 6; Trinity 0.

The following week the locals journeyed to Poughkeepsie and met St. Stephens. St. Stephens held a great edge in weight and in the third quarter this advantage told on the Blue and Gold. After being worn down all through the first half, the locals were dazzled by a beautifully executed aerial attack. This attack resulted in the only score.

Union 36; Trinity 9.

Trinity played at home the following week meeting Union. Union was superior in every department of the game, but the locals were in there all the time and contended every gain stubbornly. Trinity for the first time began to show some coordination and the outlook for the remaining games seemed bright.

Trinity 6; Wesleyan 9.

After a week's lay-off, the Blue and Gold journeyed to Middletown to meet their ancient rivals, Wesleyan. Everyone knows how the team, that was conceded only an outside chance, came through. Bright spots of the game were "Chuck" Stewart's historic dash for 50 yards and a touchdown and the all-around playing of Captain Noble and O'Brien in the line and Burr in the backfield.

Norwich 10; Trinity 9.

The following week found Trinity meeting Norwich at Trinity Field. The Blue and Gold seemed to have saved plenty of fight from the Wesleyan game. In the first half, out-weighted twenty pounds to a man, they cut loose with an onslaught that swept their opponents off their feet and clicked off nine points in rapid order. These were due to a 30-yard field goal and 12-yard dash for a touchdown by Burr. Norwich came back in the second half and managed to get ten points, enough to gain them the victory.

N. Y. U. 27; Trinity 3.

The following week found the Blue and Gold drawing the curtain on the season. They journeyed to New York and met N. Y. U. They did very well against the Gotham team and once more showed the fight and dash for which they were noted. Noble, O'Brien and Burr again starred.
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For a million spectators each week has it pleased the alumni to come to the aid of the Theological Education, as the parish, has become a member of the staff of the Cathedral of the Incarnation, Garden City, Long Island. He was a member of the class of 1910.

ALUMNI NEWS

John S. Gummere has assumed the position of librarian of the Public Library at New Brunswick. Mr. Gummere is a member of the class of 1917.

Edward Gabler, for several years curator at St. George's Church and in charge of the Religious Education, as the parish, has become a member of the staff of the Cathedral of the Incarnation, Garden City, Long Island. He was a member of the class of 1910.

Harold L. Gibbs, formerly curator of Calvary Church, New York, and minister in charge of the rectory, has joined the clergy staff of the Congregational Madison Avenue. Mr. Gibbs was graduated with the class of 1915.

Reverend John Hardenbrook Townsend, a retired priest of the diocese of New Jersey, dies of the residence of his son in Hamden late this past summer. His son, John Hardenbrook, Jr., was graduated in 1919 and is now rector of All Saints' Church, Guanta-

Nee, Cuba.

James E. Breslin of the class of 1920 has for the past two years held the position of clerk of the Hartford City Council, and is now transferring from Anover to enter Princeton.

He was captain of the Princeton football team. After the football season he transferred to Trinity College, and he is expected to be one of the eleven in the autumn of 1918.

The War broke out in the middle of his college course. Life in many of his classmates he responded to his country's call and saw service in France, where he used the service to again pursue his studies he held. He received a badge of honor for bravery while under the enemy's fire. Mr. Gibbs was graduated with the class of 1916.

Reverend John Hardenbrook Townsend, a retired priest of the diocese of New Jersey, dies of the residence of his son in Hamden late this past summer. His son, John Hardenbrook, Jr., was graduated in 1919 and is now rector of All Saints’ Church, Guanta-
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Our Trophy Room.

The activity bound in a familiar figure, but I am not satisfied with the taste of such a mixture. If I give too much attention to activities I ‘get kicked’ by instructors and by those who believe that the ultimate aim is much higher. If I pay too much attention to high grades I ‘get raxed’ by those interested in school politics, parties, publications, and so on and on.

‘I haven’t time!’ The Utopia of my soul, I believe, is a place where I can do as I please, when I please, and take all the time that I please in doing that thing without being rushed by this demon popularly called, ‘col-
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BURR and his great playing merited his choice as captain for next season. He is a sterling performer on offense and defense and has all the qualities that go to make a great leader. He should lead a capable eleven next season.

WILLIAM O'RICK-HALFBACK. 
Age 18; Weight 149; Height 5 ft. 11 ins.
"Bill" is the best prospect in some time. He has all the grace and finish of a great halfback and with a little attention should develop into one of the best running backs turned out by the college. He has two years to do it.

ROBERT CONDIT-CENTER.
Age 21; Weight 163; Height 6 ft.
"Bob," originally a halfback, was made over into a center and did well at the job. He showed unfamiliarity with his position at times, but that is:

FOOTBALL MANAGER

ALEXANDER McBURNIE

GERMAN CLUB TO VISIT YALE
The German Department is attempting this year to offer two kinds of extra-curriculum opportunities for those interested in German. Of these, one is the Deutscher Verein, which will hold a meeting in Boardman Hall at 7:45, Thursday, November 10. J. Spaulding will give an illustrated talk on "My Visit to Germany as a Student." This will be open to all who are interested, and will be followed by a business meeting, open only to members of the club.

PROFESSOR SPAULDING LECTURES ON HIS STUDENT DAYS IN GERMANY.

At the second meeting of the German Club Professor Spaulding gave an illustrated lecture on his trip to Germany as a student. He said he had never realised how unskilled he was in speaking German until he arrived in the port of Bremen. He praised the decorative architecture, used in all German towns and particularly praised the cathedral at Cologne, saying that the arabo-moorish carving on the spires were as fine as lace.

He also told about his hikes through the "Black Forest" where, he said, the peasants' cottages were still built on the medieval plan.

FRESHMEN WIN SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP
The Freshmen won the soccer championship by defeating the Sophomores in the last two games of the series, winning the second game with a score of 3 to 2, and shutting out the Sophomores in the third and deciding game with a 4 to 0 count.

SECOND GAME Scores by Halves.
Sophomores Freshmen First Half—Platt, 1, 2, 1; Kneeland 1 Second Half—Stewart, 1; MacGill, 2 Referee, Leake.

THIRD GAME Scores by Periods.
Sophomores Freshmen First Half………0 4 Second Half———0 6 Referee, Leake.

PUBLIC SPEAKING IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH CLASSES.
College problems were discussed by all the members of English 1. Mr. Clark said that there were many valuable suggestions given. One member was eager in presenting his subject, which suggested the discarding of certain obvious words from the vocabularies of Trinity students, burst forth in language that was not particularly suited to classrooms.

Other facts discussed were the clichés which exist at this college, the comparative lack of spirit at Trinity, the poor interest displayed by Hartford inhabitants in regard to Trinity affairs.

THE TRIP TO YALE AT CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION FOR THE GERMAN CLUB.
Members of the German Club will visit Yale University on November 30. The main purpose of the trip will be to see the collection of German manuscripts which is the second largest collection of its kind in the world.

The club has also decided to have a typical German Christmas celebration, which will be prepared and directed by Mr. Osten.
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THOMSON-BURR

MILTON THOMSON—TACKLE AND END.
Age 19; Weight 171; Height 6 ft. 1 in.
"Ring" plays tackle and end with equal facility and is a valuable pivot man. He has two more years to play and will probably be heard from before he receives his degree.

DUDLEY BURR, QUARTERBACK AND FULLBACK.
Age 20; Weight 158; Height 5 ft. 5 ins.
"Dad" was one of the bright lights of the year. He is fast and shifty and a brilliant open field runner. At times he shows lack of judgment in calling signals. With veteran interference, he should tear off some long gains next season. He is a fine defensive man, backing up the line with skill.

NILES A. C. ANDERSON—GUARD.
Age 23; Weight 172; Height 5 ft. 11 ins.
"Andy" played his third year on the eleven and did well. He is a good hard player and is in there all the time. He shines especially on the defense. He will be lost by graduation.

FRESHMEN DEFEAT FACULTY AT SOCCER.
In the soccer match between Faculty and Freshmen the latter won by a 3 to 2 score. In the first half the Faculty failed to score on a penalty kick by Bissonette. In the second half Merriman scored and shortly afterward Toomajian scored. Bramley made another point for the Freshmen. The score was tied when the Faculty went down the field for a goal directly from the left of Leake. Leake scored. Bramley scored again and the game ended with the Freshmen submerging as soccer champions of the college.

The lineup was as follows:

The second series of activities will begin with a visit to Yale University and to the Speck Collection of Goethe books, manuscripts, etc. This will probably take place on some Sunday within the next three weeks; railroad fares will be paid to the extent of fifty per cent, for all members of the Verein. The exact date of the "Ausflug" will be determined Thursday evening.

LIEBER—MASTRONARDE—JACKSON

MAX LIEBER—GUARD.
Age 21; Weight 170; Height 5 feet 11 inches.
"Max" has shown plenty of improvement in the last year. So much in fact that he has merited first string selection. A fine offensive player and good on the defense. He is in on every play and fights with every man on the field. He is one of the few neutrals in Trinity sports. He will be lost by graduation.

NICHOLAS MASTRONARDE.
Age 18; Weight 149; Height 5 feet 6 inches.
"Nick" is another of last year's scrappy freshman team. He is a fine offensive man. He burks the line and runs the ends with great skill. He is also a capable defensive performer. "Nick" has two more years on the "Varsity before him.

CHARLES JACKSON—END.
Age 18; Weight 155; Height 5 feet 10 inches.
"Chili" played end for the first time this season and made a good job of it. He still shows signs of inexperience and often misses his man, but these can be easily ironed out. He should do some good work in the next two years.

WILLIAM EYEN—END.
Age 18; Weight 172; Height 5 ft. 3 ins.
"Bill" is a mean end as Holden and Flygare and Company of Wenleyan will admit. "Bill" certainly ensured them all over Andrus Field. He has two more years to play. He was greatly handicapped all through the season with a leg injury.

John S. Gunner has recently been appointed librarian of the Public Library, New Brunswick, N. J.
WHITAKER - Second Row - Sherman, Kershaw, Woods, Gordon, that makes good linemen. He has played football for two years to play. This year but last year, when he did not gauge his tackles. This year he holds a key position, having scored in the first quarter and after that Trinity stifled him and they scored. Nichols booted a 35-yard field goal.

The Williston Game.

This game was a decided reversal of form for the first year men. They were playing for the first time against the Williston halfback, who ran wild through them. When he was out of the game, they were a different team. It was a disgrace to the eleven and the score might have been a lot lower. For the work of Robinson, Cutler and Nichols.

The Deerfield Game.
The freshmen came back fighting turnovers. The game was played in a sea of mud and the going was difficult for both teams. The freshmen shone in this department, playing well in the second half of the game. They gave their opponents a hard time, holding them scoreless.

The East Hartford Game.
The first half saw the supposed weak East Hartford walking all over the freshmen. The first year men were sweating bullets when the half and marched down the field to a touchdown. Coach Oosting took out the first team and sent a second string array in the game. East Hartford scored in the closing minutes.


decision is answered in the affirmative or in the negative, is a task for statisticians; the root of the matter lies in the controversy begun, it bids fair to prove an interesting topic in Catholic educational circles. There can be no doubt as to Mr. Shuster's meaning. He indicates the Catholic college graduate, implying at the same time, some defect or defects in the Catholic educational system. The machine, it said, is crude, not functioning as it should function. It is not producing scholars.

Now, whether Mr. Shuster's question is answered in the affirmative or in the negative, is a task for statisticians; the root of the matter lies in the controversy begun, it bids fair to prove an interesting topic in Catholic educational circles. There can be no doubt as to Mr. Shuster's meaning. He indicates the Catholic college graduate, implying at the same time, some defect or defects in the Catholic educational system. The machine, it said, is crude, not functioning as it should function. It is not producing scholars.

For the answers to his question, if we honestly apply it to the supposed weak East Hartford team walking all over the freshmen, there is no doubt as to Mr. Shuster's meaning. He indicates the Catholic college graduate, implying at the same time, some defect or defects in the Catholic educational system. The machine, it said, is crude, not functioning as it should function. It is not producing scholars.

To discover how motion pictures may be used as aids in teaching American history, Yale University and the Board of Education of New Haven have just entered into a co-operative arrangement whereby two Clifford Gray. The music was written a share of their time to assisting New Haven high school teachers in the showing of their films.

IOWA CITY, Nov. 17.--Dr. Edward N. Countryman and Jesse Neff have been appointed to the staff of the Yale department of education to specialize in visual work. The motion pictures used by them were prepared by the Yale University Press and approved by a committee of the Yale faculty. A complete set of the pictures has been presented to the city by James Alexander Hamilton, Yale '98, of New Haven. The films are shown under the supervision of Mr. Countryman and Mr. Neff in connection with the regular American history classes in the high schools, both senior and junior. One class of prospective teachers from the Connecticut State Normal School will be given a film course in American history.

The new edition of "Artists and Models" has been published.

50 ARTISTS' MODELS APPEAR MANY NOTABLES IN CAST OF 100
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Front Row (left to right)—Burr, Uhlig, Robinson (Capt.), Tente, Cutler.
Hundreds of handsome Neckties

STRIPEs—figures—diamonds—dots—an amazingly varied assortment, perhaps the largest ever shown here.

Gay brilliant shades—light blue, sparkling red, sunset orange, silver gray.

Deep rich tones—old claret, royal purple, velvet blue, cocoa brown.

And dozens of fascinating in-between shades—skilfully blended in many colorful combinations.

Rich moire silks from France—heavy purple, velvet blue, cocoa brown.

Colorful combinations.

Rich moire silks from France—heavy purple, velvet blue, cocoa brown.

Colorful combinations.

The finest silks of American manufacture.

Repps from Switzerland—feather twills from Italy— together with a feature which greatly improves the qualities of the tie.

A traditional distinction seldom found at other showing.

Our showing is to be the only proper adjustment and refunding of her war debts.
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DEBATING CLUB

The Debating Club at its last meeting drew up the following Constitution:

ARTICLE I.

Name

Section 1.—The name of this club shall be the Summer Debating Society.

Object

Sec. 2.—The purpose of this club shall be to develop interest in debating at Trinity College.

ARTICLE II.

Membership

Sec. 1.—All students in good standing are eligible for membership.

Sec. 2.—A majority vote of the club after a candidate has taken part in debate at a regular meeting shall be necessary for admission.

Sec. 3.—Absence from three regular meetings a term shall automatically remove any member failing to meet this requirement. The club may reject any member stated to a full sliding by a 2-3 vote of the club.

ARTICLE III.

Sec. 1.—The officers of this club shall be President, Vice-President, See. 2.—The duties of the President shall be to preside and call at all meetings.

ARTICLE VII.

Any man appearing at the first three regular meetings shall be a member of the club.

ARTICLE VIII.

An amendment which is passed by a 2-3 vote of the club at three successive meetings will become a part of this Constitution.

Chefs on German steamships say that Americans are the greatest eaters in the world.

G. F. Warfield & Co.

BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS

77-79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

THE WOOSTER

Soda Shoppe and Restaurant

LUNCH

Billiards and Bowling

50-59 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

THE BETTER

DEFINITION

We sterilize everything.

Phone 3-1266

TRINITY COLLEGE TAILOR

Most Convenient to the School

FASHIONABLE TAILORING

Tailoring at Moderate Prices

ON STAFF

Broad Street, Hartford, Conn.

INFORMATION FOR FRESHMEN:

It's the Style to go to

MARCH'S BARBER SHOP

Room 1, Conn. Mutual Building.

Vibration Shampoo.

Manicure by Lady Attendant.

The Bryant & Chapman Co.

Distributors of Properly Pasteurized Milk and Cream

Hartford, Conn.

Copyright 1915

PRINTING

THE BETTER ONE AT CONSIDERABLE COSTS

Publication Work a Specialty

MONOTYPE COMPOSITION

LINOTYPE COMPOSITION

284 ASYLUM STREET

printers of "The Tripod"

TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD, CONN.

ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION

All candidates must present English, one unit of History, Mathematics A, and Mathematics B, equalling 7 units, the remaining 3 units must be made up from the Requirements for Admission. Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts may present either Greek or Latin or both. Candidates presenting Latin only must include at least 4 units; candidates presenting Greek only must include at least 3 units. No more than 3 units in History may be presented by any candidate. It is recommended that candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts present History A.

No credit for examinations in any subject is permitted except as specified above.

Clipping and Mail Today!

American Student Publishers, 12 West 43rd Street, New York

Certified as a copy of "How to Study," for which I enclose $1.50 cash; $1.50 check.

Address

Mrs. Elinor Brooks, M. L. T.

To students who have never learnt "How to Study," work is very often a source of much dissatisfaction, and an insurmountable obstacle to continued study. Professor A. Ingalls, Harvard.

"How to Study" will show you how to avoid all misdirected effort.

Get a good start and make this year a highly successful one by sending for this hand-book and guide NOW.

SOME TOPICS COVERED

Scientific Shortcuts in Effective Study.

Properizing for Examinations.

Writing Good Examinations.

Drunkenness in Relation to Study.

How to Take Lectures and Reading Notes.

Modern Concentration and Efficiency

The Athletics and His Studies.

Admission.

FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES

Do You Know How To Study?

The Students' Hand-Book of Practical Hints on the Technique of Effective Study

By WILLIAM ALAN BROOKS.

A guide containing hundreds of practical hints and short cuts in the economy of learning, to assist students in securing Maximum Scholastic Results at a minimum expenditure of time.

Especially Recommended for overworked students and athletes engaged in extra curricular activities and for averages and honors students who are working for high scholastic achievement.

Why YOU NEED THIS HANDBOOK

"It is safe to say that failure to guide and direct study is the weak point in the whole educational machine," Professor G. M. Whipple, University of Michigan.

"The successful men in college do not seem to be very happy. Most of them, especially the athletes, are overworked." Professor H. C. Canby, Notre Dame.

"Misdirected labor, though honest and well intentioned, may lead to naught. Among the most important things for the student to learn is how to study. Without knowledge of this his labor may be largely wasted." Professor F. G. Iwan, M. L. T.

"To students who have never learnt "How to Study," work is very often a source of much dissatisfaction, and an insurmountable obstacle to continued study." Professor A. Ingalls, Harvard.

"How to Study" will show you how to avoid all misdirected effort.

Get a good start and make this year a highly successful one by sending for this hand-book and guide NOW.

YOU NEED THIS INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE."